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WebSphere Commerce V7 Feature Pack 3 

WebSphere Commerce search tool updates 

This presentation provides an overview of the business user tool enhancements for the 
WebSphere® Commerce search solution in Version 7 Feature Pack 3. You should be 
familiar with the WebSphere Commerce search solution before viewing this presentation. 
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� Configuration 
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This presentation will cover the various types of statistics now available in Management 
Center. Search term association statistics are discussed first followed by search rule 
experiments. This presentation concludes with some information on how to configure 
search statistics. 
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Search statistics overview 

Feature Pack 2 introduced business user tools to manage search term associations and 
create search rules that adjust search results within the store. In Feature Pack 3, statistics 
support is added so you can evaluate the effectiveness of search term associations and 
search rules. Management Center provides statistics for three key performance indicators: 
top search hits, top search misses and search rules. Examples are provided on the 
coming slides. In addition to the Management Center statistics, Coremetrics Analytics 
customers can access additional search statistics by launching Coremetrics reports from 
within Management Center. 
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Search term association tool 

� Feature Pack 2 
– Synonyms 
– Replacement terms 
– Landing pages 

� Feature Pack 3 
– Top search hits 
– Top search misses 
– Coremetrics On-Site Search report 
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The Search Term Association tool provides the ability to define synonyms, replacement 
terms and landing pages. Once you have various search term associations defined for 
your store, the next step is to evaluate their effectiveness. Feature Pack 3 adds support 
for statistics collection so you can easily view the top search hits and top search misses in 
your store and adjust search term associations as needed. If your store is integrated with 
Coremetrics Analytics, you also have the ability to launch your On-Site Search report from 
within the Search Term Association tool. 
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Top search hits 

This slide shows an example of the new top search hits tab in the Search Term 
Association tool. You can filter the results by providing report criteria such as start and end 
dates, a specific keyword, the number of keywords and the language. Once you have 
made your selections, click the Apply button to see the report in the lower half of the 
screen. The top search hits report contains four columns. The first is the search keyword 
entered by the shopper. The second is the number of unique search sessions the search 
term was used in. One shopper searching for the same term multiple times in a row counts 
as one searching session for this report. The third column shows the number of results 
returned for the search keyword including any synonyms or replacement terms defined 
and the fourth column displays the synonyms and replacements terms if there are any. 
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Top search misses 

This slide shows an example of the top search misses report. The filtering criteria for the 
report are similar to the top search hits with one new filter option. You can choose to view 
all missed keywords, only those where a suggested keyword was not provided or only 
those where a suggested keyword was provided. In the report details, the first two 
columns are the same as the top search hits. The third column lists the suggested 
keyword if one was available and the fourth column lists the number of results returned for 
the suggested word. 
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Sample Coremetrics report 

This slide shows a sample of the Coremetrics On-Site Search report. If you are a 
Coremetrics customer, you can access this report directly from the Search Term 
Association tool. This report typically replaces the top search hits and top search misses 
report within Management Center. 
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Search rules 

� Feature Pack 2 
– Change result ordering and ranking 
– Define top search results 
– Modify search criteria 
– Apply precision marketing targets 

� Feature Pack 3 
– A/B testing for search rules 
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The search rule builder is part of the Management Center Marketing tool. This graphical 
rule builder allows you to tailor the search results displayed in the storefront based on a 
variety of different criteria. Search rules borrow the concept of precision marketing targets 
from web and dialog activities. Many of the same targeting criteria, such as membership in 
a customer segment, can be used in building search rules. As with web activities, it can be 
useful to compare different search rules to determine which is the most effective for your 
store. Feature Pack 3 adds the ability to define A/B testing scenarios for search rules by 
including the Experiment element in the search rule builder. 
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Search rule A/B testing 

This screen capture shows an example of a search rule that contains the Experiment 
element. Similar to web activity experiments, a search rule experiment allows you to 
define one main path and one or more alternate paths for a search rule. Each shopper is 
directed down one path, based on the selection criteria defined. Click and purchase 
activity is tracked to determine if the search rule helped influence a purchase. You can 
view the results for each search experiment path by selecting the Statistics tab in the 
Experiment property view as shown on the slide. When the experiment is complete, a 
winning path is selected and that becomes the search rule used in the store going forward. 
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ConfigurationConfiguration 

Section 

This section covers the configuration steps for search statistics. 
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Enabling STA statistics 

� Enable statistics tracking (wc-search.xml) 
– Part of the IBM_Global search profile 

� Configure statistics processing (wc-component.xml) 
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To enable search term association statistics, you first need to set the statistics query 
parameter to true in the search configuration file. You can optionally configure additional 
statistics parameters in the wc-component.xml file. The usage information for each 
parameter is provided in the comment above the property in the file. 
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Enabling search rule A/B testing 

� Standard marketing experiment configuration (wc-server.xml) 
– Experiment evaluation event listener 

– Order submission event 
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To enable search rule experiments, you must enable the standard marketing experiment 
properties. The experiment evaluation event listener and order submission event must be 
enabled in order to track click and order statistics about each experiment path. 
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Summary 

� Search term association statistics 

� Search rule experiments 

� Configuration 
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This presentation introduced the various types of statistics available in Management 
Center. Search term association statistics were discussed first followed by search rule 
experiments. This presentation concluded with some information on how to configure 
search statistics. 
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� Working with search rule experiments 
http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/wchelp/v7r0m0/index.jsp?topic=/com.ibm.commerce.managementcenter.doc/tasks/tsbsearchexsupert.htm 

� Working with site search statistics 
http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/wchelp/v7r0m0/index.jsp?topic=/com.ibm.commerce.managementcenter.doc/tasks/tpnsearchstatscont.htm 

� Enabling additional WebSphere Commerce search features from feature packs 

http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/wchelp/v7r0m0/index.jsp?topic=/com.ibm.commerce.starterstores.doc/refs/rsdfepfeatroadmap.htm 
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This slide contains some useful references for working with search statistics. 
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Feedback 

Your feedback is valuable 

You can help improve the quality of IBM Education Assistant content to better meet your 
needs by providing feedback. 

� Did you find this module useful? 

� Did it help you solve a problem or answer a question? 

� Do you have suggestions for improvements? 

Click to send email feedback: 

mailto:iea@us.ibm.com?subject=Feedback_about_SearchToolUpdates.ppt 

This module is also available in PDF format at: ../SearchToolUpdates.pdf 
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You can help improve the quality of IBM Education Assistant content by providing 
feedback. 
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